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Summary
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The development of the (partial) inflorescences and cupules has been investigated in C

io tic and Que cus e ), The cupule is best interpreted as composed

of a more or less highly branched system of modified (compact, sterile) ultimate parts of the in-

florescential cyme. The cupular valves do not correspond to just one branch, but to a branching

system of several to many axial orders. In Que cus, the soorningly simple, cup-like cupule is corn-

posed of two (morphologically complex) parts each of which corresponds to one of the four valves

present in n and The pherophylls (= subtending phyllomes) of the branching

system are represented by the cupular appendages (scales, thorns).

In the male inflorescence is a cymose system lacking the primary terminal

flower (to be interpreted either as a simple cyme or a reduced thyrse consisting of but two cymes).

In the female inflorescence the two flowers are of the same axial order.

Introduetion

One of the most characteristic and peculiar features of the ce is the cupule,

a massive, robust and often compound envelope of the fruits. Despite the fact that

the family contains the most important representatives of large parts of the tempe-

rate forests, especially in the Northern Hemisphere, the morphological complexity

of the cupule has to date not been elucidated in a satisfactory way. The most detailed

previous developmental study (MACDONALD 1979b) is based on light microscopical

observations alone. The SEM was a helpful tool in the present investigation.

The inflorescences of the e, usually unisexual catkins or catkin-like struc-

tures, are racemes or thyrses in most cases. The male inflorescences of have

not yet been convincingly interpreted in a comparative m,orphological sense.

This publication is an extended part of a doctoral dissertation (FEY 1981).

Material and Methods

The following collections, fixed in F AA, have been used for investigation:

s MILL. FEy' 11, 8. 6. 1976-29. 5. 1980, Botanical Garden Zurich,

FEy' 12, 10. 7. 1978-18. 10. 1978, Pura, Ticino,

FEy' 13, 31. 7. 1978-18. 10. 1978, Pura, Ticino;

ENDRESS 792, 6. 9. 1969-31. 5. 1970, Leimbach. Zur-ich,

FEY' 3, 29. 4. 1974-15. 9. 1974, 23. 6. 1975-20. 8. 1975, Staufberg,

Aargau,

L.
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FEY 4, 8. 5. 1974-15. 9. 1974, 23. 6. 1975-20. 8. 1975, Staufberg,

Aargau.

FEY 7,28.3.1977-14.4.1979, Botanical Garden Zurich.

FEY 8, 9, 10, 13. 6. 1979-10. 8. 1979, Botanical Garden Zurich;

ENDRESS784, 30. 8. 1969-24. 5. 1970, Leimbach. Zurich,

FEY 14, 8. 6. 1976-10. 8. 1979, Botanical Garden, Zurich.

Quenus o L.

The development of the partial inflorescences anel cupules was stuelied in microtome serial

sections and SEM.micrographs.

Results

Male Inflorescences

gus s tic

The flowers are contracted into a pendulous head. Inflorescences studied from

5 trees were composed of from 6 to 23 flowers. Inflorescence primordia were found in

July (1979). The first two floral primordia of an inflorescence arise almost simul-

taneously. An occasional rudimentary apex between them, which does not develop

further, reveals the lateral position of the two floral primordia (Fig. 24). The pri-

mordia are slightly different in size. On both sides of each flower primordium a fur-

ther primordium arises. This ramification pattern is repeated several times. The in-

florescence is, therefore, to be interpreted as cymose, consisting of two dichasia, the

terminal branchings being, at least partly, monochasial (Figs. 1, 2, 25). This pattern

is also reflected by the vasculature in the pedicel. Basipetally, towards the ramifica-

tion level, the stele in each peduncle opens into three distinct collateral bundles

(Fig. 3a). These bundles rearrange in a regular pattern into the stele of the pedicel.

The regularity is shown in that the two neighbours of each bundle arise from the

flower of the next heigher 01' lower level of ramification (Fig. 3b). The inflorescence

can be viewed as a dichasium without a terminal flower of the first order axis, or as

a thyrse composed of two dichasia. Bracts are either lacking in the inflorescence or

Figs. 1-7. s .

Fig. 1. Male inflorescence with floral primordia. Transverse section series.

Fig. 2. Male inflorescence, older bud stage. Transverse section series. Vascular bundles of odel

number orders dotted.

Fig. 3. Vascular pattern in the base of the male inflorescence. Schematic figures. Vascular bundles

ofaxes of odd number orders dotted.

a) Higher level.

b) Lower level.

Fig. 4. Female inflorescence with primordia of flowers and of cupular valves. Transverse section

series. Meristematic tissue, including procamb ium, dotted.

Fig. 5. Female inflorescence, older bud stage.

Fig. 6. Vascular pattern in the base of the fernale inflorescence. Schematic figure. Vascular bundles

ofaxes of odd number orders dotted.

Fig.7. Open cupule with two additional flowers and doubled corresponding valves, from above.

Fruit abscission region marked.
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present up to a number of four. Their position is behind the flowers of the seeond

order. Sometimes two of them are united behind the primary flower. If four are pre-

sent they ean be best interpreted as two pairs of stipules (with the median part of

the phyllome reduced), representing the two pherophylls (subtending bracts) of the

two first flowers of the infloreseenee. A similar condition oecurs with the bud seales

in the vegetative region. These bipartite pherophylls are often suppressed and, if

present, they are eadueous. The flowers of the higher branching orders do not have

pherophylls.

e t

In contrast to E us, the male inflorescences are long, slender eatkins with a

stiffaxis. They are thyrses, mostly without a terminal flower (CODACCIONI 1962).

The inflorescences of one tree studied contained about 35-100 diehasial partial

inflorescenees. The first two dichasia originate in the axil of the two transversally

positioned prophylls, the following bracts and their dichasia have a spiral arrangement.

The first two (transversal) dichasia are often less developed than the following ones.

A partial inflorescenee often consists of seven flowers with pherophylls. Neighbouring

bracts are sometimes more 01' less united. It is noteworthy that in the axil of the most

distal bracts there are rudimentary mounds, apparently floral primordia of the fourth

order (Figs. 8, 30). The angle IX whieh is forrned by the two straight lines connecting

the centre of the primary flower with the centres of the two seeondary flowers, is

about 50° (Fig. 8).

Q s

The male infloreseences are lax, pendulous eatkins, morphologieally simple spikes.

The pherophylls of the flowers are sometimes bipartite, if present at all. Usually they

are lacking.

Figs.8-13. t

Fig. 8. Young male partial inflorescence. Transverse section. Dichasial angle indicated.

Fig. 9. Young male partial inflorescence with "female" dichasial angle and cupular rudiments.

Transverse section. Dichasial angle indicated. Cupular rudiments dotted.

Fig. 10. Young female partial inflorescence with cupule. Transverse section series. Thorn cluster

primordia dotted.

a) Level of uppermost parts of cupule.

b) Median parts of neighbouring cupular v'alves fused. Dichasial angle indicated.

c) Apically converging cupular scale rows visible.

d) Cupular valves fusing around dichasium.

e) Lateral f'lowers uni ted with cupule, primary flower still separate.

f) Base of the inflorescence.

g) All phyllomes of the inflorescence uni ted with axis.

Fig. 11. Young female partial inflorescence with a supernumerary flower ("3") (cf. Fig. 23).

Vascular bundles of the fourth f'lower dotted.

Fig. 12. Thorn cluster of young cupule, from the side.

Fig. 13. Thorn cluster of mature cupule, from abaxial.
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Figs. 14-16. Que1 us obu .

Fig. 14. Young female fIower. Transverse seetions (cf. Fig. 22).

Fig. 15. Mature cupule.

Fig. 16. Variability of pherophylls of female flowers.

Figs. 17-18. us s tic .

Fig. 17. Diagram of inflorescence with cupule.

Fig. 18. Tentative diagram of ramification pattern of a cupular valve,

Figs. 19-20. t s t .

Fig. 19. Diagram of partial inflorescence with cupule.

Fig. 20. Tentative diagram of ramification pattern of a cupular valve. t thorn cluster.

Figs. 21-22. QU cus obu .

Figs. 21. Tentative diagram of ramification pattern of a cupule.

Fig.22. Empirical diagram of a young cupule (cf. Fig. 14).

Fig. 23. C t e t . Diagram of female partial inflorescence with a supernumerary f'lower

arid five cupular valves (cf. Fig. 11).
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Cupule and Fem,ale Inflorescences

The female inflorescences of the E ce e are also usually catkins or heads of a

thyrsic or dichasial structure. In contrast to the male inflorescences each flower 01'

each dichasium is surrounded by a cupule. At anthesis, the cupule is still inconspicu-

ous, but later it develops considerably and plays a role in protection as an often

massive and armed envelope of the fruits.

st

In the axils of the proximal phyllomes of a flowering shoot male catkins are pro-

duced (thyrses with usually seven-flowered dichasia and a dichasial angle of about

50°, see above). In the axils of the more distal phyllomes androgynous catkins are

formed, each with about 35 partial inflorescences, thus, a lower number than in the

male catkins, They often bear two female, usually 3-flowered, partial inflorescences

Figs. 24-29. us ti i.

Figs. 24-25. Male infloreseeneos.

Fig.24. Stage with floral primorclia (x 150).

Fig.25. Young infloreseeneo (X 130).

Fig. 26-29. Fernab infloreseences.

Fig.26. First dichasial branehing (X 140).

Fig. 27. Socond eliehasial brauehing (X 140).

Fig. 28. Formation of the first seales on the cupular valves, from above (x 140).

Fig. 29. Slightly oleler stage, from the side (x 160).

Figs. 30-35. t .

Fig. 30. Male partial infloroseenee (X 80).

Figs. 31. Male partial infloreseence with "fomale" dichasial angle ( X 70).

Figs. 32-35. Female partial infloreseenees.

Fig. 32. First diehasi al brauehing (X 160).

Fig. 33. Formation of the cupular valves (x 130).

Fig. 34. Similar stage as Fig. 33 (x 130).

Fig. 35. Part of young eupule with init iation of field of thorn clusters, Seales and flowers removed

(X 75).

Figs. 36-41. Quet·cus obu , Female f'lowers.

Fig. 36. Floral and cupuls primordium from above (x 130).

Fig.37. About the same stage, from the siele (x 130).

F'igs, 38-41. Foul' young f'lowers and cupules showing variability of early primorelium formation

pattern (fusion of bracts of the same or of subsequent axial orders).

Fig. 38. (x 80).

Fig.39. (x 75).

Fig. 40. (x 80).

Fig.41. 3,4: Pherophylls ofaxis of the eorresponding order (x 65).
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in the axil of the two (transverse) prophylls, and male partial inflorescences in the

axil of the following (spiral) bracts. There are no purely female catkins. The dichasial

angle of a female partial inflorescence is about 165° (Fig. lOb), thus, it deviates con-

siderably from that in the male partial inflorescence (50°).

Each female dichasium is surrounded by a cupule. The cupule in ,an advanced

stage of development is a thorny, thick envelope of all the fruits of a dichasium. At

maturity it opens by dehiscing into four valves. The thorns on the outside of the

valves are arranged in clusters. Regions of thorn clusters alternate with regions of

scales. The arrangement of the thorn clusters and scale groups forms a regular pat-

tern.

Partial inflorescences before anthesis studied with the SEM and with serial trans-

verse sections reveal the following structure: The pherophylls of the central flower

and the two pherophylls of the two lateral flowers are represented by broad bracts.

The summit of the young cupule consists of four mounds in two pairs near the median

plane (Fig. 10a). Four somewhat irregular scales on the adaxial side of the two phero-

phylls of the second order can be viewed as the four pherophylls (third order) of the

four apices ofthe cupule (Fig. 10e, f). In addition, each ofthem has two lateral neigh-

bours, constituting eight pherophylls of the fourth order (Fig. 10f). They are the

outermost part of 8 arcs of scales which converge acropetally in pairs. Between the

arcs there are horizontal rows of thorn cluster primordia (Fig. 35). Each row is asso-

ciated with a pair of bracts belonging to a pair of arcs. The developmental sequence

of the thorn clusters is acropetal. Each thorn cluster in itself has a dichasial appear-

ance in that it begins its ramification by a tripartition (Fig. 35).

At fruit maturity the cupule splits into four valves. It dehisces exactly in the me-

dian and in the transverse plane. Therefore, each valve has a group of thorn elusters

in the middle region and each lateral part bears a row of scales. The minute scales

are, however, hidden by the large thorn clusters.

Still younger partial inflorescences studied by SEM and trans verse section series

supplement the picture. They show that the median region of the partial inflores-

cence is higher and somewhat further developed than the lateral parts (Fig. 10).

The four parts of the cupule have, therefore, an oblique position and their four

mounds in the transverse sections are not their central apices, but more lateral parts

(towards the median plane of the whole partial inflorescence) (Fig. 34). On both sides

of the two lateral flowers a mound originates soon after floral initiation (Fig. 32).

Each of these four mounds, in turn, develops two lateral mounds (Figs. 33, 3 l).

Around the three flowers, therefore, a system of twelve mounds is formed which,

consequently, is raised by a ring wall around the three flowers, Further organs

develop on the outer flank of the ring wall which differentiate into the previously

mentioned scales and thorn clusters. The position and developmental sequence of

the three flowers, twelve mounds and further organs reveals them to be a dichasial

branching system.

Of further interest are intermediate forms between male and female partial in-

florescences (already found by EICHLER1878). They occur (1) on androgynous cat-
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kins between female and male partial inflorescences and (2) as basal partial in-

florescences on male catkins immediately below androgynous ones along the flowering

shoot. They show cupular rudiments and/or an intermediate dichasial angle.

The first example (Fig. 9) shows a partial inflorescence from an androgynous

catkin. The flowers are male, but (1) there are only four of them, (2) there is a rudi-

mentary cupule with irregular mounds and many scales, (3) the dichasial angle is

intermediate of ca. 115°. The second example shows a basal partical inflorescence

from a transitional catkin (Fig. 31). The dichasial angle is the same as in female

partial inflorescences. There are no cupular rudiments: Instead of a cupule foul'

flowers of the third order and eight apices of the fourth order are present. There are

but few remarks on the thorns in the literature. CELAKOVSKY(1890) figures a thorn

cluster which he calls "Stachelblatt" (spiny leaf). FORlVIAN(1966) points to branched

thorns in Ch solepis ch soph ll . Since such a cluster is three-dimensionally branch-

ed, it is best interpreted as apart of a cymose branching system in which each

thorn represents a modified bract. Often recaulescent subtending thorns are present,

and always on the lowest order branch (Figs. 12, 13).

gus s ti

The fernale inflorescence consists of two flowers which are surrounded by a four-

valved cupule. The valves are congenitally free, in contrast to C s ne s t

There are no thorns, only scales. Serial sections and SEM-micrographs show that

each floral primordium is flanked by two mounds (Figs. 4, 26) which, in turn, each

produce two lateral mounds (Fig. 27). Also in gus s l i , the dichasial pattern

is extended into the cupular valves. This is also shown again by the vascularization

(Fig. 6) which resembles that of the male inflorescence to some extent. In each valve

there are three main bundles which seem to be correlated with the three main mounds.

The slender, almost filamentous, scales are arranged in about eight more 01' less ho-

rizontal, and alternating rows, The lowermost scales originate on the axes of the

third order and may be subdivided (Figs. 5, 28, 29).

The lowermost bracts at the base of the cupular valves represent most probably

the two pherophylls of the two flowers. They are often bilobed, bipartite 01' tripartite

and seem to correspond to similar organs in the male inflorescences.

Que cus

The female inflorescences are simple spikes. As in the other species described here,

the bracts are often bipartite, sometimes even tripartite (Fig. 16). The cupule in

Que s does not open by valves at maturity, as it surrounds only part of the fruit

in a cup-like manner. In Que1 Cus b it contains about ten irregular horizontal

rows of scales. The scales of the upper rows become successively smaller and more

numerous than those of the Iower rows (Fig. 15).

Each floral primordium is accompanied by two transversal prophylls (Figs. 14,

22, 36-41). Subsequently a ring wall is initiated around the floral primordium whieh

constitutes the cupule primordium. The further development shows some variation,
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but a certain pattern can be recognized as follows: On the ring wall four s?ales arise

in a diagonal position, i.e. two on each side of a transversal prophyll (Figs. 36, 37).

On the next heigher level eight (or less) scales arise, alternating with the four of the

previous level (Figs. 38-41). It seems, therefore, that the scales on subsequent (ir-

regular) whorls on the cupule represent bracts ofaxes of subsequent orders in a com-

pact dichasial branching system.

Discussion

Male Inflorescences

The male inflorescences of the g e e are - with the exception of us and

gus - simple spikes or thyrses. Nothofagus has single flowers or 2- or 3-flow-

ered dichasia in the axils of foliage leaves. In contrast, in s, the much condensed

and several-flowered heads have been interpreted in different ways: (1) as a catkin

composed of cymes (EICHLER1878; CELAKOVSKY1890), (2) as a thyrse (REECE

1938), (3) as a dichasium with a primary terminal flower (or a reduced thyrse corn-

posed of two dichasia) (PRANTL1887; BRETT1964), or (4) as a dichasium without

a primary terminal flower (= two dichasia) (PALIBIN1935; HJELMQVIST1948).

The present ontogenetic investigations have clearly shown that - for the ma-

terial examined - the fourth interpretation is correct. The apex of the first order

branch of the inflorescence may be present as a reduced bulge between the two first

flowers. One of the two first f'lowers may slightly dominate the other one in size and,

therefore, simulate a single primary flower.

Female Inflorescences

The female inflorescences of the E e e are also spikes or thyrses. In gus,

two-flowered dichasia (or two-flowered spikes), and in Nothofagus, two- or three-

flowered dichasia or single flowers are produced in the axils of the foliage leaves.

Careful and detailed ontogenetic investigations in s i i led MAC-

DONALD(1979b) to conclude that the two flowers of an inflorescence are not two

lateral, but one lateral and one terminal flower. The main reason for his conclusion

was that one flower was more advanced in development than the other.

It seems to us, however, that his figures do not support his new interpretation.

Our results in s clearly show that both flowers are of the same axial

order. MACDONALDdid not consider that the two lateral flowers of a dichasium (or

the flowers of a 2-flowered spike) do not need to be initiated simultaneously, but can

arise one after the other, since they are two sub sequ en t flowers along their axis

of origination. Therefore, it would not be expected that there should be absolute

symmetry between the two flowers.

In his figures, MACDoNALDlabels three bracts below the two flowers as "BI'"

one of them constituting the pherophyll of the lateral flower and two of them con-

stituting the pherophylls of the cupular valves. However, as mentioned, the number

of the bracts varies, and even his Fig. 3 shows a fourth appendage, neglected by him,

which would not fit in the framework of his interpretation.
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Previous Interpretations of the Cupule

Various morphologie al interpretations of the fagaeeous cupule have previously

been put forward:

(1) The cupule is composed of fused bracts. The apical parts of the bracts remain free

and form scales or thorns (LEMAOUT1844; PAYER1857).

(2) The valves are modified prophylls, the scales or thorns emergenees (EICHLER

1878).

(3) The cupule is an intercalary formation of the floral axis below the flower. Thereby

the appendages of the cupule are either phyllornes (bracts) (SCHACHT1856;

BAILLON1875; CELAKOVSKY1887, 1890, 1893; PRANTL1887; TOGNINI1894;

BÜSGEN1925; TROLL1926; BAGDA1948; HJELMQVIST1948), or

(4) emergences (FORlVIAN1964, 1966; SOEPADMO1968).

(5) The four valves are differentiated from the modified basal part of the axis which

bears the flowers at the end as a reduced infloreseence, the appendages being

stipules (VANSTEENIS1953 for ho s). Therefore, morphologically (but not

evolutionarily) this model coincides with (3).

(6) The eupule is composed of sterile compact axes of the next higher order sub-

sequent to the flowers of the highest order in the dichasium (PALIBIN1909, 1935;

BERRIDGE1914; LENDNER 1916; REECE 1938; LANGDON1947; RAUD 1961;

BRETT1964; ABBE 1974; PURI & AGARWAL1976; MAcDoNALD1979b). BRETT

interprets the cupule of gus and s with this model, however, he does

not exelude that Qu cus is constructed according to model (3).

The N ew Interpretation of the Cupule

None of the former interpretations of the morphological nature of the fagaeeous

cupule is satisfaetory in the light of the present investigations. Ontogenetic analysis

shows that the arrangement of the appendages (scales and thorns) is more orderly

than it appears in the mature state. At least in early development there are more or

less regular patterns of a certain symmetry. These patterns resemble those of the

richly branched cymes in male inflorescences.

It seems, therefore, that number (6) is the best of the previous interpretations of

the cupule, but not yet fully elaborated. The female flowers together with their cu-

pule represent a highly complex -cymose branehing system. Each cupular valve

corresponds not just one branch of the dichasial system, but is itself an entire cymose

(dichasial-monochasial) branehing system. Within the cupule the axes of the different

orders remain extremely short and eongenitally united by a rapid ramification. The

entire ramification system forming the cupule remains compact ("Coenosom"). Minute

mounds on the top of the valves, as occurring in gus, t e and t psis,

are probably the last remains of the apices of the branches, and in other genera in-

vestigated otho us, gono , Ch solepis, ith pus, Qu s) they were

no more distinetive (FEY 1981).
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Highly branched, compact cymose systems are also known from ce e and

i e e, as demonstrated by the classic work of BERNBECK(1932). Also in these

groups, either axes (flowers) or bracts (pherophylls) may be suppressed, due to the

rapid sequence of origin of branching orders. The rudimentary cupule in some )]t[yri-

c ce e is interpreted by MACDONALD(1979a, 1980) as consisting of two reduced and

modified lateral branches of the inflorescence.

s e s

The cupule of ne has already been described in the first section in such a

way as to elucidate its cymose structure. The most important points are discussed

here:

(1) The ripe cupule dehisces into four valves, if it encloses three flowers (which is

the usual condition). If (occasionally) a fourth flower develops, five valves are

formed, as expected in a dichasial system (Figs. 11, 23).

(2) Each valve is tripartite in two respects:

(a) The median part bears thorn clusters, whereas the two lateral parts bear

scales.

(b) On the top it bears three mounds which apparently represent rudimentary

shoot apices. This suggests that each valve is composed of at least three axes

(one of the third and two of the fourth order).

(3) Transitional morphs between male and fernale partial inflorescences suggest that

a partial inflorescence of three female flowers including their cupule is homologous

with a male partial inflorescence consisting of at least seven flowers plus eight

reduced axes. KAuL & KAUL(1981) point to correspondences in male and female

partial inflorescences in other ide e without giving a precise interpreta-

tion of the nature of the cupu~e.

(4) The lowermost scales of a female partial inflorescence may be interpreted as

pherophylls of lateral branches of the first up to the fourth order. It is probable

that the other scales are pherophylls of branches of still higher orders. The thorn

clusters are dichasially or dichotomously branched and are subtended them-

selves by a thorn which can be interpreted as a pherophyll.

The following two models seem to offer a reasonable explanation (Figs. 19, 20):

(1) Each cupular valve consists of three axes. The central (main) axis bears thorn

clusters, the two lateral ones bear scales. The thorn clusters are again cymose

branching subsystems.

(2) Each cupular valve consists of many axes of subsequent higher orders. Each

scale and each thorn is a pherophyll of an axis of a higher order.

Model (2) has the advantage of being cymose throughout, whereas in model (1)

the cymose region of the lowermost and of the highest orders of the branching system

is interrupted by a "racemose" region.

31 Flora, Bd. 173
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e s

As in C st , a riehly branehed eymose system makes up the eupular valve

(and the whole partial infloreseenee). This is shown by the following features:

(1) The eupular valves are arranged in a diehasial pattern, as in C st . If super-

numerary flowers oeeur, they are aeeordingly more numerous (Fig. 7).

(2) In young stages, SEM-mierographs show eaeh eupular valve as eonsisting of an

elongate ridge with three mounds on the top. This aga in suggests a eomplex pri-

mordium, eonsisting of at least three axes. Apparently the system branehes so

quiekly that the preeoeious lateral axes inhibit the development of the corre-

sponding pherophylls. This feature is also present in the homologous male inflores-

eenees. The same eondition oeeurs in eertain U tic les, where the eompaet dicha-

sial infloreseenee system does not produee pherophylls in the lower branehing

orders (BERNBECK 1932).

(3) Anatomieally the vaseular pattern points to the eymose strueture of the eupular

valves.

(4) Male diehasia usually eontain 14 to 15 (in the extreme up to 23) flowers. This

eould further support the interpretation of the eupule as eonsisting of several

axes.

(5) Oeeasionally male flowers are produeed on the top of the eupular valves (eOLE

1923). This is not surprising, if the valves are modified branehing systems,

Again, model 2 (as deseribed for C ne has the best fit for interpretation of

the eupule of s (Figs. 17, 18). In this model the appendages on the eupule re-

present pherophylls and are homologous to the seales and main thorns of the eupule

of st ne .

Qu s obu

The eupule eonsists of a cup without valves. However, it is not radially symmetrie,

but medianly monosymmetrie. This is shown by transverse seetions in young stages

(Fig. 14) (see also MACDONALD 1979b for Qu us oc s. On the ring wall of

the young eupule braets are formed aeropetally in horizontal rows. Aeeording to the

position of the braets of the lower rows it ean be surmised that also in Qu cus the

seemingly highly simplified eupule represents a eymose branehing system with a

diehasial pattern in the lower branehing orders (Fig. 21). Eaeh of the approximately

ten horizontal rows of seales is the plaee of origin of a further branching order. This

is also refleeted by the inereasing number of seales in eaeh ring from bottom to top

of the eupule and by the lack of a regular phyllotaetie pattern (in eontrast to SATTLER

1973 for Q s ub This feature differs from what one would expeet of an uni-

axial strueture, but fits weIl with the model of a eongested eymose branehing system.
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Conclusion

Several morphological interpretations of the puzzling cupule in exist in the previous

literature. The most acceptable among them is that the cupular valves represent the outermost

modified, sterile branches of the cymose partial inflorescence.

In this paper an ontogenetic analysis shows that this interpretation has to be modified. Each

cupular valve does not represent just one single branch but an entire cymose sterile brauehing

system including axes of several orders ("Coenosom").
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